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"First they ignore you,
then they laugh at you,
then they fight you,
then you win.”
Mahatma Gandhi
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WE ARE OCCUPY LA TOO
Occupy Los Angeles News has
seen a steady number of families
participating in the Occupy LA
movement. And some of these
families include very young
activists working right along side
adults trying to better our nation.
This article briefly explores them.
Let’s take for instance the young
child to the right of this print who
was seen this past Sunday on
the North side of City Hall with
his message of love. He believes
and proclaims, “The World Needs
Love and Sharing.” In its simplest
form “love and sharing” has
been a persistent element of
discussions when OLAN has set
down to chat with occupiers.
Occupy Los Angeles News asked
another woman Angela Lussier
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why she was out here with her grand daughter. They were
protesting the adoption procedures at Department of Family and
Children Services while Angela’s case is on appeal.
Then there was young father Emilio Casilas who was so proud to
take a picture of his son in front of an Occupy LA banner. He said to
baby Diego smiling below in a stroller “we are part of the 99% too.”
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Their work is not
glamorous but a
necessity. NATIONAL
is the company
responsible for the
portable toilets and
they know all these
facts well.
Occupy Los Angeles
News stands on line
at the portable
toilets like all
occupiers. And the
one constant opinion
amongst folks is
“we appreciate” the
services of National.
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